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1. Introduction
Recent advances in multimedia technologies allow the
capture and storage of video data with relatively
inexpensive computers. Furthermore, the new
possibilities offered by the information highways have
made a large amount of video data publicly available.
However, without appropriate search techniques all
these data are hardly usable. Users are not satisfied
with the video retrieval systems that provide analogue
VCR functionality. They want to query the content
instead of the raw video data. For example, a user
analysing a soccer video will ask for specific events
such as goals. Content-based search and retrieval of
video data becomes a challenging and important
problem. Therefore, the need for tools that can
manipulate the video content in the same way as
traditional databases manage numeric and textual data
is significant.
This paper presents our approach for content-based
video retrieval. It is organised as follows. In the next
section, we give an overview of related work. The
third section describes our approach with emphasis on
the video modelling as one of the most critical
processes in video retrieval. The architecture of a
content-based video retrieval system is presented in
the fourth section. The fifth section draws conclusion.

2. The state of the art overview
As we already mentioned, modelling the video
content is one of the most important tasks in video
retrieval. In the literature, video content is approached
at different levels: raw data, low-level visual content
and semantic content. The raw video data consists of
elementary video units together with some general
video attributes such as format, frame rate etc. Lowlevel visual content is characterised by visual features
such as colour, shapes, textures etc. Semantic content
contains high-level concepts such as objects and
events. The semantic content can be presented
through many different visual presentations using
different sets of raw data. It is obvious that
requirements for the extraction of these contents are
different. The process of extracting the semantic
content is the most complex, because it requires
domain knowledge or user interaction, while
extraction of visual features can be often done
automatically and it is usually domain independent.

Extensive research efforts have been made with
regard to the retrieval of video and image data based
on their visual content such as colour distribution,
texture and shape [1]. These approaches are mainly
based on similarity measurement. Examples include
VisualSEEk [2], Photobook [3], Blobworld [4], as
well as Virage video engine [5], CueVideo [6] and
VideoQ [7] in the field of video. The image retrieval
systems allow a user to make queries based on visual
image content – properties such as colour percentages,
colour layout and textures occurring in the images
usually by using instances of prior matches (query by
example). Some of these systems use the spatial
information and allow the user to make queries by
sketching the layout of colour regions, or by
providing the URL of a seed image. First approaches
in video retrieval just added the functionality for
segmentation and key frame extraction to existing
image retrieval systems. After key-frame extraction,
they just apply similarity measurement on them based
on low-level features. This is not satisfactory because
video is temporal media, so sequencing of individual
frames creates new semantics which may not be
present in any of the individual shots. Furthermore,
choosing the key-frames is still a challenging
problem.
Query by example approaches are suitable if a user
has a similar image at hand, but they would not
perform well if the image is taken from a different
angle or has a different scale. The naive user is
interested in querying at the semantic level rather then
having to use features to describe his concepts.
Nevertheless, good match in terms of the feature
metrics may yield poor results (multiple domain
recall, e.g. a query for 60% of green and 40% of blue
may return an image of a grass and sky, a green board
on a blue wall or a blue car parked in front of a park,
as well as many others).
Modelling the semantic content is far more difficult
then modelling the low-level visual content of a
video. At the physical level video is a temporal
sequence of pixel regions without direct relation to its
semantic content. Therefore, it is very difficult to
explore semantic content from the raw video data. In
addition to that, if we consider multiple semantic
meaning such as metaphorical, associative, hidden or
suppressed meaning, which the same video content
may have, we make the problem even more complex.

The simplest way to model the video content is by
using free text manual annotation. An example is
‘stratification’ approach [8] with a few extensions [9,
10]. Some other approaches [11, 12] introduce
additional video entities, such as objects and events,
as well as their relations, that should be annotated,
because they are subjects of interests in video.
Another way to model the video entities assumes
using spatio-temporal relations. The concept of video
object can be associated to the sub-frame region that
conveys useful information, while spatio-temporal
relations among these objects can be defined as
events. Modelling of these high-level concepts
(objects and events) gives the possibility to describe
objects in space and time and capture movements of
objects. As humans think in term of events and
remember different events and objects after watching
video, these high-level concepts are the most
important cues in content-based retrieval. Let’s take
as an example a soccer game, humans usually
remember goals, interesting actions, red cards etc. A
few attempts to include these high-level concepts into
video model are made in [13, 14, 15].
The distinction, we made regarding modelling the
video content, makes clear two important things. On
the one hand, feature-based models use automatically
extracted features to represent the content of a video,
but they do not provide semantics that describes highlevel concepts of video, such as objects and events.
On the other hand semantic models usually use free
text/attribute/keywords annotation to represent the
high-level concepts of the video content that results in
many lacks. The annotation is tedious, subjective and
time consuming. One of the major limitations of this
approach is that search process is based mainly on the
predefined attribute information, which are associated
by video segments manually by human or
(semi)automatically in the process of annotation.
Obviously, an integrated approach, that will provide
automatic mapping from features to high-level
concepts, is the challenging solution.

3. The third way: Concept inferencing
In order to overcome the problem of mapping features
to high level concepts we propose a layered video data
model that has the following structure. The raw video
data layer is at the bottom. This layer consists of a
sequence of frames, as well as some video attributes,
such as compression format, frame rate, number of
bits per pixel, colour model, duration, etc. The next
layer is the feature layer that consists of domainindependent features that can be automatically
extracted from the raw data. There are two types of
video features: static features characterising a still
image (frame), such as shapes, textures, colour
histogram, etc., and dynamic features characterising
frame sequences, such as temporality, motion, etc.

The features are assigned to regions. We define a
region as a contiguous set of pixels that is
homogeneous in one or more features. As we can see
in [16] a region could be automatically extracted and
tracked. The concept layer is on the top. It consists of
logical concepts that are subject of interest to users or
applications. Automatic mapping from the raw video
data layer to the feature layer is already achieved, but
automatic mapping from the feature to the concept
layer is still a challenging problem. We simplify this
problem by dividing the concept layer into the object
and event layer.
The object layer consists of entities (logical concepts)
that can be assigned to one or more regions. We
define a video object as a collection of video regions,
which have been grouped together under some criteria
defined by the domain knowledge. These objects
should also satisfy some conditions such that they
should be semantically consistent, representing one
real-world object, and subject of interest to users or
applications. Some examples of video objects are a
specific player or the ball in a soccer game or a
specific car in a car-race video. As we can see in the
literature [17, 18, 19] automatic detection of video
objects (sub-frame entities) in a known domain is
feasible. For this purpose, we proposed the object
grammar that consists of rules for object extractions.
A simplified example of an object rule in the soccer
domain could be “if the shape of a region is round, the
colour is white and it is moving, that object is a ball”.
The event layer is the highest layer in our model. It
consists of events, which describe object interactions
in the spatio-temporal manner. For the automatic
mapping from the object layer to the event layer, we
propose the event grammar that consists of rules for
describing event types. The event type could be
described using object types, audio segment types,
spatio-temporal and real-world relations. For example,
in the soccer domain, if the ball object type is inside
the goalpost object type for a while and this is
followed by very loud shouting and a long whistle,
that might indicate that someone has scored a goal,
which should be recognised as a goal event.
The main advantage of the proposed layered video
data model is that it provides a framework for
automatic mapping from features to concepts. This
approach bridges the gap between domain
independent features, such as colour histograms,
shapes, textures and domain dependent high-level
concepts such as objects and events. The audio
component is integrated in the model to provide
additional information that can be critical to the
perception and understanding of video content.
The formal definition of the proposed video model, as
well as a few modelling examples can be found in
[20].

4. The architecture of content-based video
retrieval system

data type, such as intersect and union, have to be
defined.

The proposed architecture for a content-based video
retrieval system is shown in Fig. 1. The process of
database population is shown with dashed lines, while
querying is shown with solid lines. The raw video
data is stored in the file system, while the storage
server is used to store video content meta data and
indexes. In the process of the database population, the
features, objects, and events that are specified by
system administrator, are extracted. Indexes and metadata are put in the storage server and videos in the file
system. Most queries are resolved directly in the
storage server, but if the query comprises something
that has not been already extracted the extractors do
that dynamically.

Having these requirements in mind, we chose the
Moa/Monet platform for the prototype of the video
retrieval system that is currently under development.
At the physical level, we use Monet [23] – an
extensible parallel database kernel developed at the
CWI and the University of Amsterdam. The
advantages of Monet, that have influence on our
decision to chose it for physical level, are its main
memory query execution, extensibility and
parallelism. At the logical level, we use the Moa
object data model and algebra [24] developed at the
University of Twente. The Moa data model is a
structural object data model. It accepts all base types
of the underlying physical storage system and allows
their orthogonal combination using the structure
primitives set, tuple and object. The chosen platform
is extensible and we believe that our goal, the video
database system that allows retrieval based on the
video content, can be reached easier.
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Fig. 1. The system architecture
The implementation platform for the storage server
should be chosen very carefully. In addition to
storage, it should support efficient management and
homogeneous querying of features, objects and
events. For example, the storage server should be
capable to deal with distance functions in feature
spaces to perform similarity measurements. In order
to enable modelling and querying objects and events
using the grammars, it should support a basic set of
spatio-temporal relations like ones defined in [21, 22].
As far as temporal relations are concerned, point and
interval data type should be supported to represent
frames and frame sequences respectively. Each object
and event has, as an attribute, a set of intervals, i.e.
frame sequences, where it occurs. The basic relations
of interval and point temporal algebra, the mapping
between them, as well as operations on the interval

At the conceptual level, the video data model and a
query language that is especially intended to support
video retrieval are defined. This level provides easy to
use object and event descriptions. A user can define
his concepts at this level. They will be automatically
translated to the Moa object algebra at the logical
level and then again automatically to the Monet’s
algebra at the physical level.
The basic video model should be accompanied by a
domain model. It means that fundamental classes,
which deal with the video structure, as well as with
meta content (video object types, event types, etc.),
are defined. When the domain for the video retrieval
is chosen, classes that model the domain itself have to
be added. In this way, we keep a general approach and
avoid the problem of modelling the whole world.

5. Conclusion
The proposed approach integrates feature-based and
annotation-based retrieval approaches taking their best
characteristics and avoiding their limitations and
drawbacks. The main advantage of the model is that it
provides a framework for automatic mapping from
features to semantic concepts, integrating audio and
video primitives. This approach bridges the gap
between domain independent features, such as colour
histograms, shapes, textures and domain dependent
high-level concepts such as objects and events. The
four-layer structure of our video model guides the
process of translating raw video data into efficient
internal representation that captures video semantics.
Easier description of video content is supported by the
robust object and event grammars that can be used for
specifying even very complex objects and events. The
formalisation of an event as a spatio-temporal

description of object interactions results in easier
capturing of high-level concepts of video content, and
allows queries that are closer to the user way of
thinking (users’ cognitive maps of a video).
The proposed model has formal foundation and
layered structure that enables using of different
techniques at different layers as well as combining
different techniques at the same layer. This allows
concurrent use of for example a MPEG-4 object
extractor, other object extractors based on object
recognition, and the object grammar at the object
layer. The model also supports flexible video
segmentation using high-level concepts. This allows a
user to make different logical segmentation of the
same raw data dynamically, building different
hierarchies.
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